H2H3 RUN #482 – Saturday 18th June 2022
LOCATION: Hua Hin Soi 6 west of Emerald Hill Villas
GPS Coordinates: N 12.630936, E 99.922811
Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/ZmcBnEAEpQSJkzHZ7
Hares: Dave the Rave and Hugmanannygoat.
Biermeister Team: Jock Twat & Flash in a Pan
Ice Man: Tinks Tax Collector: Tinks.
Number of Hashers: 37
After Dave the Rave duly provided information on the trail
markings and possible dangers, the pack set off and very
soon came across a herd of cows.
Perhaps Hugs had got to them with some newly approved
cannabis, as they did seem more docile than usual.
For a long while, the walkers and runners co-mingled quite
merrily through a number of well-crafted checks.
Then after the split, things got a little funky
If one didn’t know before, we learnt it is quite easy
to baffle the Hash. Especially when the frontrunners forgot a broken check and then all of them
trekked back to the previous check by the barbed
wire to seek a non-existent way through. Moping
around in circles, cursing the hares.
Soon after Brambles Bill was shouting On On to
anyone who would listen – we could hear him, but
we didn’t have a clue how to reach him.
The most amusing spectacle was surely Sodomy on the phone
to DTR getting instructions to go one way, while Donga was
receiving contrasting advice from Hugs – with Sodomy and
Donga shouting to each other. Was out of Monty Python with
the bemused gaggle in between not knowing what to do next.
Finally sorted when Mudman revisited the trail he had earlier
checked, before retrieving the false trail sign, and this time
going a further 50-100 metres.
So the runners ended up coming in way after the walkers with all sorts of explanations as to what
really happened out there.
Here’s another view from Hugs of the same run...
On April 8, 1967, the unfancied 100/1 shot ‘Foinavon’ shocked the Nation with an epic win at
Aintree. Defying the odds, Foinavon plodded to victory in the Grand National after all the other
runners fell! Many of the jockeys were off at full speed from the beginning. Foinavon started the
race slowly, following Honey End, who was favoured to win that day. Fellow longshot Popham
Down had just lost his rider and was continuing the race without a jockey.

There were several race leaders at this point, including Castle Falls, Rondetto, Kapeno and
Rutherfords. The main players were heading for the fence just before Canal Turn. At fence number
23 a melee occurred that dramatically changed Grand National history. Despite the absolute
calamity that lay ahead, Foinavon cleverly steered around the mess. Clearing the entire scene,
Foinavon rode hard and steady to finish the race in first place.

Walkers trail (Yellow): 4.02 km Rambo Loop (Red): 1.75 km FT 1 (Blue): 0.44 km FT 2 (Blue): 0.20km
Trails went anti-clockwise

On June 18th, 2022, the unfanciable Brambles Bill was first back to the car park having
completed the whole of the runners trail! Many of the FRBs were off at full speed from the
beginning. Brambles Bill started the race slowly, following Mudman who was favoured to win
that day. Fellow longshots Tinkerbell and Paddy Red
Belly had just lost their way and were continuing the race
without a clue.
There were several race leaders at this point, including
Sodomy, Honeymoon, Donga, Head Ballcock, Hong Ting
Tong and Penny Lame. The main players were heading
for the Check just before the False Trail.
From there a melee occurred that no one at the finishing
line really cared about! Despite the absolute calamity
that lay ahead, Brambles cleverly steered around the mess. Clearing the entire scene of FRBs
trying to work out where and why they were there, and to the far away echo of repeated but
ignored “On On’s”, Brambles rode hard and steady to finish the race in first place.
Hare tips from Hugs: When planning future trails, a few things to keep in mind…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never have a split just before an opportune area for shortcutting. (The half-brained zombie walkers will follow
the runners no matter how much they are screamed at that they are going the wrong way!)
Use something more distinguishable to highlight checks (like the blue grout powder Onefer uses)
Don’t bother with checks if the walkers are ahead of the runners, (they just ignore them anyway).
If walkers run out of paper they stand still like brain dead zombies (... "until a paper spreader comes by" 555)
A slight gradient is a hill, a speed bump a mountain and a few bushes a forest.
Try to keep a sense of humour by turning annoyance into forbearance, incredulousness exasperation into
tranquil resignation!
Drink lots of alcohol!

The Circle: After agreeing the run was indeed worthy, the punters were reasonably active, with
new paraphernalia introduced – the Hash Piss. Pussy Rainbow was the inaugural recipient with
his pneumatic rendition of AC/DC’s Angus Young foot shuffling. Had a Virgin hasher, Sue, sister
of Nang and the fail would have to be forgetting to call up departing hashers as well as birthdays,
other than Cathusalem’s, and so depriving Dingaling of two down downs. Hash Fail, Donga.
There was a call for volunteers to assist the next committee. A few people have already agreed
to help in some roles, though most don’t wish to be on the committee. Can’t fault them for that!
Hares: Dave the Rave and Hugs.
Storyteller: Head Ballcock
Birthday Boy: Cathusalem.
Private Party: Pussy Rainbow
Hash Piss: Pussy Rainbow - AC/DC Highway to Hell impersonation.
Private Party: Rambling Rose
Virgin Hasher: Sue introduced by Nang
Private Party: Hong Ting Tong and Golden Delicious.
Joker: Donga
Next Week’s H2BH3 Hares: Mudman –Soi 112/bypass flyover area.
Biermeisters: Jock Twat, Legs wide Open, Flash in the Pan.
On After: Just over 20 hashers Harry’s on Soi 6, a new venue for the Hash, and it was generally
well received. Certainly worth a repeat visit soon.
*********************************************
On a very sad note, on
Sunday we were devastated
to learn that Franke, aka Trail
Blazer, crossed Rainbow
Bridge. So tragic, after we all

expected him to recover
quickly from the barbed
wire wounds.
Franke leaves us with endearing memories of tugging
Rubber Duck along at breakneck speed while grinning
from ear to ear. Our heartfelt condolences to RD.
**********************************************
I saw a ballet teacher yesterday and asked her if she could teach me to do the splits. She said
how flexible are you?
Said I can't do Tuesdays.
********************
The first rule of Thesaurus Club is, you don't talk about, mention, speak of, discuss or chat about
Thesaurus Club.

